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Analysis of March 2013 Analysis of March 2013 
Measurement WorksMeasurement Works SurveySurvey

� 221 respondents out of 3,590 unblocked invitations
� 6% response rate (great for external audience surveys)
� Margin of error: +/- 6%



Demographics affecting strategy for newsletter Demographics affecting strategy for newsletter 
contentcontent

69%

8%

13%

6% 4%

US
Canada
Europe/ME/Africa
Asia Pacific
Latin/S. America

47%

36%

17%

Internal comms only
External comms only
Both internal and external

Geography (by addresses) Work focus (from survey)



Demographics affecting strategy for newsletter Demographics affecting strategy for newsletter 
contentcontent

3%
16%

43%

38%

Under 5 yrs experience
5-10 yrs
11-20 yrs
Over 20

14%

27%

10%

23%

26%

VP, MD or above Director
Manager/Supervisor Specialist
Educator/consultant

Experience (from survey) Job titles (from survey)



Access and usefulness for those who have seen itAccess and usefulness for those who have seen it

38%

56%

5%1%

Useful info already used
Useful info, not yet used
Interesting, not useful
Neither useful nor interesting

80%

20%

Have seen it Have never seen it

20% of those on our subscription 
list have Constant Contact blocked 
by their employers 



Readership: How many issues and how much of Readership: How many issues and how much of 
each issue are readeach issue are read

38%

23%

36%

3%

Read/skim all of an issue
Read/skim at least half
Read/skim only what's interesting
Don't read it

43%

33%

14%

10%

Read every month
Most months
Every other month
Less often



How the newsletter is readHow the newsletter is read

2%

23%

75%

Print most issues
Print some issues
Never print it

24%

68%

8%

In reading pane
In opened email
In web format



Impact on readersImpact on readers’’ attitudes about measurementattitudes about measurement

79%

11%

9%
1%

Inspires me to do research

Neutral on using research

No change, already too hard

Makes research seem harder

46%

41%

7%
1% 5%

Inspires me to do research
No change, already measuring
Neutral on using research
No change, already too hard
Makes research seem harder

Impact based on all respondents
Impact based on only those who 
were not previously measuring



Impact on behavior of readers who have not worked Impact on behavior of readers who have not worked 
with us before AND have a measurement budgetwith us before AND have a measurement budget

35%

1%1%

39%

24%

Much more likely to use Sinickas

A little more likely

No change, no impact

A little less likely

A lot less likely

Impact based on all respondents
Impact based on only non-clients 

with a measurement budget

17%

19%

39%

11% 1%1%

12%
Much more likely to use Sinickas
A little more likely
No change, already a client
No change, no budget
No change, no impact
A little less likely
A lot less likely



Right balance between visible and linked text; Right balance between visible and linked text; 
more forward the newsletter without using linkmore forward the newsletter without using link

14%

28%58%

Forward newsletter using link
Forward newsletter w/o using link
Have not forwarded it

69%

25%

6%

Right balance between visible and
linked text
Prefer shorter visible text

Prefer longer visible text



Which features are most often read or skimmedWhich features are most often read or skimmed

5%

16%

17%

37%

37%

41%

66%

73%

87%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Coupons/products

Upcoming seminars

LinkedIn forum summaries

Opinions by others

Database insights

"In this issue"

Client cases

Tip of the month

Lead article



Relative value of February 2013 articlesRelative value of February 2013 articles

21% 24% 26%

5%

62%

52% 51%

43%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Article: Analyzing
write-in comments

Case: Telling stories
with data

Tip: Connecting
surveys to business

changes

My Story: Susan
Walker

Using info at work Learned something new



What respondents like bestWhat respondents like best



What respondents would like to see changedWhat respondents would like to see changed


